
Diversity and Testimonials

In this blog, we hope to give you a little taste of everyday life as part of the exciting world of
Jomark Graphics. One of the staff will talk about recent jobs, pass along tips or helpful hints,
discuss things relating to our business/industry and hopefully a little insight into what we do and
individuals and as a company.

 For the first installment I want to discuss two recent jobs that we have produced. When I talk to
people about the things we do, they very often are struck by the variety of jobs we execute on a
regular basis. I guess that is one of the things that keeps us interested in a career in this
particular industry.

      

 The first project was for Lifetime Brands 2009 Tabletop show. The big thing about this project is
the diversity of the graphic materials and the need for consistency across those materials. As
this was a product launch event in a retail location in Manhattan, it called into play our
knowledge of both the trade show and retail environments. Some of the graphics were direct
prints on our UV machine on sintra. The client also requested some soft, elegant looking
window graphics that were also double sided. For these we used a fabric printed on the UV.
There were also a few wall graphics that needed to have that same elegant feel but needed to
be mounted on a frame of some kind. We have been doing a great deal of artist canvas frames
lately, so we took the same route with the window fabrics to form a stretched single sided
banner around a wood frame. Everything worked out excellently and the client was very happy:

 "I just returned from the table top show and want to thank you for the excellent execution of our
graphics and banners for the show. The showroom looked great and the president of our
company is very pleased. We will be using your services for future table top shows."
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   Another challenge we faced this week was for Ray Ban's colorize presentation at HenriBendel's flagship Fifth Avenue boutique. We have done a few jobs lately to help Ray Ban rollout their colorize campaign, from banners at the Sundance film festival to adhesive vinyl for akissing booth display at the most recent SXSW in Austin TX. For this NYC job, they wantedsimple shelf boxes in a limited time and with a limited budget. After a few different approachesto the challenge, it was decided to do a vinyl covering on some three sided boxes. This workedwell since we already had some colors from the SXSW job and only needed to obtain a fewmore in the day we had to produce them. It was a bit difficult to get the vinyl to adhere ascleanly to the surface as we wanted. After I messed up a few, Sean had to step in and do hisusual magic. In no time, he got everything mounted and constructed. Again the client was veryappreciative: "The wall looks great. The panels worked great. Thank you for your help working on such a tight deadline!"  

   Just another diverse week at Jomark Graphics. Joe
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